FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NAPPS Provides Advice to Pet Parents In Flood-Stricken Mississippi
Regions
Disaster Preparation is Essential for Pet Safety
MOUNT LAUREL, NJ, May 12, 2011 – Natural disasters often leave a path of devastation, and
the recent flooding conditions along the Mississippi River underlines the importance of
preparedness for these potentially life-changing events. The National Association of Professional
Pet Sitters (NAPPS), a national non-profit dedicated to promoting the welfare of animals, is
offering advice for pet parents facing the hazards associated with flooding. In addition, NAPPS is
encouraging pet parents in flood-stricken areas to post shelters and safe-havens on its Facebook
page.
“Floods pose extreme danger for household pets,” states John D’Ariano, President of the National
Association of Professional Pet Sitters (NAPPS). “It’s essential for pet parents to anticipate their
pets’ needs during devastating floods. The key to safety is preparedness, and with this in mind,
we encourage pet parents to review NAPPS’ free Emergency Planning Guide at

http://bit.ly/EmergencyGuide.”
Preparing for floods typically includes stockpiling and replenishing emergency supplies, planning
evacuation routes, and ensuring equipment and vehicles are in proper working condition.
To protect pets in flood-stricken areas, NAPPS recommends the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continually track conditions through the NOAA's National Weather Service alerts available
on NAPPS’ website.
Ensure pets are properly identified — keep a collar and identification tag on pets at all times.
Make sure you have a way to keep pets safely confined if you have evacuated and are living
in a temporary setting.
When storing drinking water for your household, include enough water for pets.
Even if you are not sure where to take your animals, do not leave them behind unless it would
compromise your safety.
If you must leave a pet behind, ensure it always has an escape route. Never tie an animal up if
floods are pending.
If your car stalls while in flowing water, abandon it immediately, taking with you any animals
(unless it would compromise your safety.) Cars may only serve as traps in the face of a raging
flood.

NAPPS provides the NOAA's National Weather Service alerts through the NAPPS website, as
well as a free 20-page downloadable guide to disaster preparation for pet parents at
http://bit.ly/EmergencyGuide. The guide includes disaster preparation tips, pet identification
forms, disaster preparation checklists, and preparation information for specific natural disasters.
In addition to disaster preparation, NAPPS equips pet parents with the tools to face everyday pet
emergencies through its pet parent resource page on its website.
About NAPPS: NAPPS is the only national non-profit trade association dedicated to serving the
needs of professional pet sitters. The Association aims to help the pet owning public, those
interested in pet sitting, and professionals engaged in the in-home pet care industry by fulfilling

its vision statement, serving as “the most respected authority in professional pet sitting.” It does
so by providing the tools and support to foster the success of its members. Additionally, pet
parents can benefit from NAPPS’ free resources including a disaster preparedness guide, tips on
how to select a pet sitter, nationwide referral service, and quarterly teleconferences aimed to
educate the pet owning public. To find a pet sitter in your area, check out NAPPS’ nationwide
“Pet Sitter Locator” at www.petsitters.org. For more information on NAPPS, please follow
@TheNAPPS on Twitter or join us on Facebook at facebook.com/TheNAPPS.
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